
Cultural blending of Mediterranean
influences such as the Argentine
barbecue and patties.

Argentina seems to be on everyone’s travel 
wish list and with Central Holidays you can 
experience all of this amazing country’s 
treasures with an expansive range of travel 
programs and customizable vacation options 
to cater to your every whim! From 
cosmopolitan Buenos Aires, to the Andes in 
the west, and Patagonia in the South, 
Argentina is a captivating land of contrasts.

Argentina is a homogenous 
mix of Europeans who meet  
American Indians. This unique 
combination gives Argentina 
its distinctive cultural taste.

 01Lguazu Falls
Is the Capital city,There is the
Plaza de Mayo, Casa Rosada,
balconied presidential palace.

The most imposing natural
attractions in Argentina and
the World.

The parks contain fossils of a wide
range of ancestors of mammals,
dinosaurs and plants

 02Buenos Aires

 03Cordoba
There are churches like
the Lglesia Catedral,
Museums, Parks.

04Talampaya park

 

06Tierra del Fuego

 
05Rio Negro
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Sports

Currency
Argentine peso

Language
The official is Spanish

Area
1.074 million mi²

Drinks
The favorite alcoholic and
non-alcoholic beverages

of Buenos Aires

Carnivals in Argentina
Are very important and usually
take place during the last days
of February

Food

Dance
Argentina
is famous for
its tango dance

Argentina is one of
the most important
sport powers in the
region, famous football.

Getting around Argentina
Once in Argentina, you’ll find it easy to get to most 
major cities by air, and to many more locations 
through an extensive and inexpensive bus network.

Argentina by BoatArgentina by car Bicycle Hire

Flying Around Argentina

Argentina by Bus Argentina by Train

Cathedral of San Carlos
de Bariloche Rio Negro
Argentina.

The lakes, rivers, peaks, and glaciers
within Tierra del Fuego National Park
attract numerous visitors.


